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We have assembled a reliable phosphoproteomic data set
for budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and have
investigated its properties. Twelve publicly available
phosphoproteome data sets were triaged to obtain a sub-
set of high-confidence phosphorylation sites (p-sites),
free of “noisy” phosphorylations. Analysis of this com-
bined data set suggests that the inventory of phospho-
proteins in yeast is close to completion, but that these
proteins may have many undiscovered p-sites. Proteins
involved in budding and protein kinase activity have high
numbers of p-sites and are highly over-represented in the
vast majority of the yeast phosphoproteome data sets.
The yeast phosphoproteome is characterized by a few
proteins with many p-sites and many proteins with a few
p-sites. We confirm a tendency for p-sites to cluster to-
gether and find evidence that kinases may phosphorylate
off-target amino acids that are within one or two residues
of their cognate target. This suggests that the precise
position of the phosphorylated amino acid is not a strin-
gent requirement for regulatory fidelity. Compared with
nonphosphorylated proteins, phosphoproteins are more
ancient, more abundant, have longer unstructured re-
gions, have more genetic interactions, more protein inter-
actions, and are under tighter post-translational regula-
tion. It appears that phosphoproteins constitute the raw
material for pathway rewiring and adaptation at various
evolutionary rates. Molecular & Cellular Proteomics 11:
10.1074/mcp.M111.009555, 1–13, 2012.
The application of mass spectrometry combined with affin-
ity techniques that enrich for phosphopeptides has revolu-
tionized the field of phosphoproteomics, such that hundreds,
or even thousands, of phosphorylation sites (p-sites)1 may be
identified in a single experiment. However, as with any high-
throughput (HTP) technique, there are concerns about data
quality and potential biases in the enrichment and identifica-
tion procedures (1–3). Thus, there is a need for a stringent
data evaluation to filter out possibly spurious p-sites before
drawing any general conclusions about the structure and
properties of a phosphoproteome.
There are several reasons for using yeast to benchmark
these novel phosphoproteomics technologies. The most im-
portant of which is that a large number of phosphoproteomics
experiments have been performed with Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, under a reasonably wide range of conditions (4–
14). Mass spectrometry-based proteomic methods sample
the available proteome in a quasi-random manner (15). More-
over, a large fraction (80%) of the predicted yeast proteome
has been found to be expressed under normal laboratory
growth conditions, with high-throughput tagging or MS-
based proteomics (16–18). In a specific example that high-
lights the power of HTP proteomics, tandem MS approaches
have managed to identify85–90% of all yeast mitochondrial
proteins (19). Finally, there is a wealth of relevant functional
genomic information available for the organism, including
data on protein abundance, half-lives, and the number of
kinases targeting a given protein (17, 20–22), among others.
All of these factors should assist in an in-depth bioinformatics
analysis of the yeast phosphoproteome.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Twelve high-throughput experiments between the years 2005 and
2009 were merged in the 12HQ data set (where HQ stands for high
quality). Details of these data sets may be found in Table I and in the
supplemental Files 1a, 1b, 1c and 2). These experiments were per-
formed with yeast cells in a variety of physiological and developmen-
tal states, including mating, exponential growth, different phases of
the cell cycle and also challenged by DNA-damaging agents, osmotic
stress, rapamycin, or cycloheximide. Apart from two cell-cycle exper-
iments, asynchronous populations were analyzed. There is substan-
tial variation between these data sets in terms of both yeast strains
used and the analytical protocols employed to identify p-sites.
To ensure the high quality of the combined phosphoproteome data
set, we required that phosphopeptides were correctly identified with
a probability of 99%, and that p-sites were correctly localized with
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a similar probability, in each experiment (see supplemental material
for the thresholds applied to each public data set). These are more
stringent criteria than those used in the original published studies and,
therefore, our 12HQ represents a high-confidence subset of the orig-
inal data, which should also address the potential problem of false
positives in some of the data (by false positives, we mean inaccurate
assignment of p-sites by the MS identification technology).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Before analyzing the properties of the phosphoproteome,
we needed to ensure that all experiments may be used and,
therefore, a series of quality controls were performed.
No Single Data Set Dominates the Compendium—First, we
determined whether analyses of 12HQ would be distorted by
experiments with a relatively excessive number of p-sites
dominating the combined data set. By removing each of the
original data sets individually from 12HQ, resulted in a 0–16%
reduction in the number of p-sites and a 0–11% reduction in
the number of phosphoproteins. Therefore, no individual ex-
periment dominates 12HQ, and the degree of overlap be-
tween experiments provides further assurance of the quality
of the combined data set.
The Various Experiments Significantly Overlap With Each
Other—Every published experiment identifies a number of
p-sites that had been identified previously by other experi-
ments. On average, it appears that, for any two experiments,
12% of p-sites and 28% of phosphoproteins are shared.
The overlap observed between any two experiments is always
statistically significant, whether it is for p-sites or the phos-
phoproteins identified (chi-square p  0.05). Therefore, there
was no need to exclude any of these twelve experiments
from our study. Interestingly, two experiments from different
groups that were performed in very similar conditions (al-
pha-factor treated cells) (9, 12) had a much lower overlap
(11% of p-sites and 31% of phosphoproteins) between
them than two experiments of the same group that were
performed in two different phases of the cell cycle (28% and
54% respectively) (10) (see supplemental Tables 2 and 3). In
terms of p-site identification, the implication is that the
protocols used seem to be more important than the exper-
imental conditions.
Saturation of the Current Phosphorylation Data Set Com-
pendium for Yeast—Next, we investigated the likelihood that
12HQ contains the majority p-sites and phosphoproteins that
make up the entire yeast phosphoproteome. Fig. 1 (below)
shows the incremental increase in the total number of nonre-
dundant p-sites and phosphoproteins identified, following
each HTP experiment. It is evident that the current compen-
dium has not reached saturation in terms of p-sites. More-
over, the manually curated data set from Phosphogrid (14),
that contains only high-confidence functional p-sites from
low-throughput (LTP) studies, supports this conclusion. Only
27% (131/480) of the PhosphoGrid p-sites have also been
identified in any of the HTP phosphoproteomics experiments.
Stark et al. (14) reached the same conclusions when they
compared the PhosphoGrid data set with a more limited yeast
phosphoproteomics compendium. Huber et al. (11) reported
that many rapamycin-sensitive phosphorylation events that
were known from the literature could not be found in their HTP
experiment. Finally, Albuquerque et al. (4) reported that the
extent of phosphorylation of two low-abundance proteins,
Rad9p and Mrc1p was 50% less in the HTP experiment
compared with another experiment in which these two pro-
teins were purified.
Regarding the identification of phosphoproteins, Fig. 1 sug-
gests that the recorded phosphoproteome is slowly ap-
proaching saturation. Again, the PhosphoGrid data set
supports this conclusion, because 85% (122/144) of the LTP-
identified phosphoproteins in PhosphoGrid were also identi-
fied by the HTP phosphoproteomics experiments. Further-
more, in a study that compiled fewer experiments, Beltrao et
al. (5) estimated that the detected yeast phosphoproteome
from HTP studies is at the level of 81–92% saturation. Most
probably, several phosphoproteins have yet to be detected,
either because of their very low expression levels or because
an insufficient number of biological conditions have been
TABLE I
The twelve publicly available phosphoproteomic data sets of the 12HQ compendium
Chron. order Author/date Conditions p-sites Phospho-proteins
1 Gruhler et al., 2005 Alpha factor treated cells 676 470
2 Chi et al., 2007 ? 724 422
3 Li et al., 2007 Alpha factor arrested cells 1433 755
4 Albuquerque et al., 2008 DNA-damage response (MMS) 3155 1513
5 Bodenmiller et al., 2008 ? 2274 1071
6 Beltrao et al., 2009 Exponential growth in rich media 201 177
7 Huber et al., 2009 Rapamycin/ Cycloheximide 311 160
8 Holt et al., 2009 Asynchronous population 1939 857
9 Holt et al., 2009 Arrested in mitosis with the spindle poison nocodazole 3348 1286
10 Holt et al., 2009 Arrested in late mitosis by overexpression of a non-
degradable cyclin, Clb2-delta
4321 1400
11 Gnad et al., 2009 Grown for 10 generations on YNB (i.e. minimal)
?glucose until they reached log-phase
1546 726
12 Soufi et al., 2009 Osmotic stress 1155 682
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studied. Nevertheless, all the above facts converge on the
notion that the majority of phosphoproteins has already been
detected. The two trends in Fig. 1 are further supported by the
fact that the average overlap of p-sites, observed between
any two experiments, is 12% compared with one of 28% for
phosphoproteins.
The lack of saturation in terms of p-sites could be attributed
to an insufficient number of environmental conditions having
been tested in the experiments, or due to biases and weak-
nesses of the current phosphoproteomics technologies and
protocols employed. Indeed, 57% of p-sites in the compen-
dium have been identified only once. Interestingly, the major-
ity of detected p-sites in a given experiment do not seem to be
regulated in that specific condition. Gruhler et al. (9) reported
that only 18% of the detected phosphopeptides were regu-
lated by alpha factor in their experiment, whereas Soufi et al.
(13) reported that 15% of detected p-sites changed status
after osmotic shock treatment. Similar conclusions were
reached by Huber et al. (11) in another experiment with rapa-
mycin treatment. In addition, Huber et al. observed that rapa-
mycin-sensitive p-sites that had been rigorously defined by
LTP experiments were not detected in their HTP experiment.
This is a clear demonstration that these technologies and
protocols require further development and refinement.
The Nonphosphoproteome—We wanted to investigate if
there are any basic differences between phosphorylated and
nonphosphorylated proteins that may affect the detection of
p-sites. It is important to determine if any underlying differ-
ences have a biological basis or whether they stem from
biases in the MS technologies or other experimental protocols
used. Therefore, we identified a collection of yeast proteins for
which there is no extant evidence of their being phosphory-
lated in any of the 12 HTP experiments, even if we do not
apply any filters at all. We call this collection of proteins the
nonphosphoproteome; it is composed of 2219 ORFs (see
supplemental File S2).
It is conceivable that the nonphosphoproteome is an arti-
factual data set that merely contains proteins that are inher-
ently undetectable by high-throughput (HTP) proteomic
Mass-Spectrometry (MS) technologies. In order to account for
this potential inherent undetectability, we also generated a
subset (1418 out of the 2219 proteins) of the original non-
phosphoproteome that was actually detectable by HTP-MS
proteomics (designated as MS-detectable nonphosphopro-
teome). To this end, we used two HTP yeast proteomic data
sets that were detectable by MS technology (16, 18) (see
supplemental Material). These two HTP-MS experiments,
when combined together, identified 4656 yeast proteins in
total, where 86% of them are found in both data sets. This is
a strong confirmation of the reproducibility of the MS tech-
nology for protein detection, even by different laboratories. In
this study, any analyses performed with the nonphosphopro-
FIG. 1. Incremental increase, with
time, of the compendium for nonredun-
dant p-sites and phosphoproteins.
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teome were also performed with the MS-detectable nonphos-
phoproteome, to control for protein detectability.
GO-slim analysis with Bingo (23) on the nonphosphopro-
teome revealed a statistically significant enrichment in pro-
teins found in the mitochondria, membranes, cell wall, endo-
plasmic reticulum, and the extracellular space (the above
conclusions, with the exception of those for the cell wall, are
also supported by the MS-detectable nonphosphoproteome).
Nevertheless, membrane proteins are considered more diffi-
cult to detect by mass spectrometry, than are cytosolic pro-
teins. Gnad et al. (8) also reported that their data set was
underrepresented in mitochondrial and endoplasmic reticu-
lum proteins. We investigated a small data set from Reinders
et al. (24) that was specifically designed to detect phosphor-
ylation events in the mitochondrial fraction of the proteome.
Previous analyses have detected 850 proteins in mitochon-
dria, with a coverage of 85% of known mitochondrial proteins
(19, 24, 25). From the 78 p-sites found in 46 proteins, 22 p-sites
(28%) and 24 proteins (52%) were also detected in the 12HQ
data set. Therefore, we believe that the under-representation of
mitochondrial proteins in the HTP phosphoproteome generated
byMS analyses has a biological basis. This finding may relate to
the prokaryotic origin of mitochondria and the recent observa-
tions (26–34) that prokaryotic proteins are not as extensively
phosphorylated as are those of eukaryotes.
The Impact of the Abundance and Half-life of Proteins—
Next, we investigated if protein abundance is a confounding
factor for the detection of a phosphoprotein in the MS exper-
iments and, for this purpose, we used three comprehensive
protein abundance data sets (17, 21) (see supplemen-
tal material and supplemental File S2). We compared protein
abundances of the phosphoproteome (2781 proteins) against
the nonphosphoproteome (2219 proteins) and observed that
the phosphoproteome had, on average, a 2–3 times higher
abundance than the nonphosphoproteome data set. This re-
sult was consistent for each of the three abundance data sets
(Wilcoxon p  3 e7). We also determined whether, in each of
the 12 experiments, the detected phosphoproteins were
members of the higher abundance classes. In 78% of the
cases (three abundance data sets for 12 MS experiments), we
found the phosphoproteins to have significantly higher abun-
dance (Wilcoxon p  0.05). Beltrao et al. (5) also reported that
phosphopeptides were three times more abundant than non-
phosphorylated proteins, but regard this as a small difference,
given the eight orders of magnitude span in protein abun-
dances (5). Although a bias clearly exists, we also believe that
it is not the determining factor for identifying a phosphopro-
tein because there is no clear distinction in the level of abun-
dance of the phosphoproteome versus the nonphosphopro-
teome. The abundances of both groups of proteins span a
similar range of orders of magnitude (see supplemental
Material, supplemental Fig. S1). The above conclusions are
also supported when accounting for HTP MS-detectability
(see supplemental Material).
Another factor that might affect the detection of a phos-
phoprotein is its half-life, because rapid degradation could
make a phosphoprotein more difficult to detect. The data
indicate that, although protein turnover is a consideration, it is
not a major one. When we analyzed a comprehensive yeast
protein half-life data set (20) (see supplemental File S2), we
found that the 12HQ phosphoproteins had, on average, a
50% lower half-life than nonphosphoproteins (Wilcoxon p 
0.0011). The above conclusions are also supported when
accounting for HTP MS-detectability (see supplemental Ma-
terial, Controlling for MS-detectability).
The Importance of Protein Structure—Protein kinases have
a high preference for phosphorylating serine, threonine, and
tyrosine (STY) amino acids that are embedded within intrinsi-
cally disordered regions (35). We wanted to investigate
whether nonphosphorylated proteins lacked disordered re-
gions and, for this purpose, the intrinsic disorder (ID) of yeast
proteins was predicted (36) (see supplemental File S2). The
12HQ phosphoproteins had, on average, ID regions that were
182% longer than those of the nonphosphoproteins (an aver-
age ID length of 330 and 117 residues per protein for phos-
phoproteins and nonphosphoproteins respectively; this is sta-
tistically significant, Wilcoxon p  0). Interestingly, the 12HQ
phosphoproteins had, on average, nonID regions that were
38% longer than those of the nonphosphoproteins (an aver-
age non-ID length of 294 and 214 residues per protein for
phosphoproteins and nonphosphoproteins, respectively; this
is statistically significant, Wilcoxon p  2e16). The above
conclusions are also supported when accounting for HTP
MS-detectability (see supplemental Material, Controlling
for MS-detectability). In each of the 12 experiments, proteins
that were detected as phosphorylated (even if they were
excluded from the 12HQ data set) always had longer ID re-
gions than nondetected (i.e. nonphosphorylated) proteins
(Wilcoxon p  0). Thus a strong bias exists, and there is a
substantial difference in the total length of disordered re-
gions in phosphoproteins compared with nonphosphopro-
teins (see Fig. 2). In addition, we observed a moderate
correlation (Pearson coefficient  0.55) between the num-
ber of p-sites on a protein and the length of its ID region. It
should be noted that ID regions are not only involved in
interactions with kinases, but in transient protein interac-
tions in general (37).
Peptide Analysis—We next investigated whether there were
likely to be differences in the length or relative charge of the
digested peptides generated for MS analysis between phos-
phorylated and nonphosphorylated proteins. It is conceivable
that the current protocols can detect only a narrow spectrum
of the phosphopeptides that is not present in the negative
data set. We thus performed a theoretical trypsin digestion of
the proteins in the two data sets with the proteogest tool (38)
and calculated the length and relative charge of the theoret-
ical peptides. We did not observe any substantial difference in
the distribution of either variable between the two data sets
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(see supplemental Material, supplemental Fig. S2). The above
conclusions are also supported when accounting for HTP
MS-detectability (see supplemental Material, Controlling
for MS-detectability).
Functionality of p-Sites and Biological Noise—Recently,
concerns have been raised about the functionality of p-sites
detected in analyses using MS and that the importance of
biological noise has been underestimated in these HTP ex-
periments (2, 3). Lienhard has raised the possibility that, due
to the high sensitivity of these MS instruments, biologically
noisy p-sites are being detected (3). “Biological noise,” in this
case, represents phosphorylation events occurring in degen-
erate motifs by noncognate kinases; frequent (but low abun-
dance) off-target phosphorylations, etc. Landry et al. ex-
ploited evolutionary information to estimate that up to 65% of
p-sites in these HTP experiments could be nonfunctional,
thus indicating that biological noise could be a significant
problem (2).
The presence of such a high number of HTP MS experi-
ments for yeast allows us to address this very important issue.
First of all, a basic assumption is made, that a p-site identified
in many experiments is probably not because of stochastic
off-target kinase interactions but, rather, has a high probabil-
ity of being functional. Several factors could possibly invali-
date this basic assumption, such as the inherent detectability
of certain proteins or p-sites, driven by protein abundance,
modification stoichiometry, peptide properties etc. In addi-
tion, we cannot exclude the possibility that the functional
effect of particular phosphorylation events is entirely neutral.
Nevertheless, strong indications of the validity of this basic
assumption come from five independent analyses, shown
below:
First, the 12HQ compendium was compared with a list of
proteins that might be phosphorylated in any of the 12 MS
experiments but did not meet our stringent filtering criteria;
the 12HQ set was found to be more enriched in PhosphoGrid
proteins (5.1% versus 1.7% respectively; chi-squared p 
5e7). Within the 12HQ compendium, we compared a list of
proteins identified as phosphorylated in 3 or more experi-
ments versus another list of proteins identified as phosphor-
ylated in 1 or 2 experiments and found that the first list was
more enriched in PhosphoGrid proteins (6.4% versus 3.4%
respectively; chi-squared p  0.0015). Therefore, as our fil-
tering criteria become more stringent, the corresponding data
sets are also becoming more enriched in proteins from the
“gold-standard ” PhosphoGrid data set, which is compiled
from low-throughput experiments and so is not affected by
biases of the high-throughput experiments.
Second, we wanted to exclude the possibility that protein
abundance, or the length or chemistry of a digested peptide,
affected the number of times a protein was detected as phos-
phorylated in our 12HQ compendium. To examine this possi-
bility, we binned proteins in 12 groups, depending on howmany
times they were found to be phosphorylated. These bins were
compared for each of the above three properties (abundance,
peptide length, peptide relative charge), but no significant dif-
ferences were found between the different bins (see supple-
mental Material and supplemental Figs. S2, S4, and S5).
Third, we investigated whether p-sites identified in only a
few experiments tend to be found within more degenerate
FIG. 2. Boxplot of the length (in
amino acids) of regions of intrinsic
disorder, for the nonphosphopro-
teome (denoted with 0) and the 12HQ
phosphoproteome (denoted with 1).
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motifs than p-sites identified in many experiments. For this
analysis, we used the netphosyeast prediction algorithm that
is considered the best performing algorithm for yeast motifs
(39) (see supplemental File S1a). Netphosyeast makes predic-
tions for serines and threonines, but not for tyrosines. As a
negative comparator, we used the 195,109 ST amino acids in
the 12HQ proteins, for which there is no evidence of phos-
phorylation, even if we do not apply any filters on the data (see
supplemental File S1b). This collection of ST amino acids
constitute the no-p-sites data set, symbolized with zero in Fig.
3. As a positive comparator, we also used the 473 ST amino
acids in the PhosphoGrid data set; these are known to be
phosphorylated and functional (see supplemental File S1c).
This collection of ST amino acids is symbolized with 13 in Fig.
3. It is evident that p-sites with a coverage of 2  or more
have very similar median prediction scores to that of the
PhosphoGrid set of known functional p-sites. Furthermore,
the differences in netphosyeast scores were statistically dif-
ferent among the various adjacent bins of p-site coverage
(negative versus 1, 1x versus 2; Wilcoxon test p  2e-16
and p  2e-16 respectively).
Fourth, the same conclusions about motif degeneracy are
reached when we analyze the predictions supplied by Mok et
al. (40) (see supplemental Files S1a, S1b, S1c). This group
used a peptide library approach to determine consensus
phosphorylation site motifs for almost half the yeast protein
kinases (61/122). By integrating these sequence motifs to-
gether with other features, such as evolutionary conservation,
disorder and protein surface accessibility, they used a Bayes-
ian algorithm (MOTIPS) to predict phosphorylation sites for
certain kinases. By applying a likelihood threshold of0.5, we
observed that MOTIPS could assign a kinase to 34% (165/
480) p-sites in PhosphoGrid, 40% (1027/2566) p-sites in
12HQ_3x (p-sites that have been detected in 3 or more ex-
periments), 34% (3359/9783) p-sites of 12HQ, and 15%
(34916/239269) of the non-p-sites in the 12HQ data set. Thus
the Mok et al. predictions, which are independent from those
of netphosyeast, confirm that p-sites with higher coverage
have both higher prediction scores from netphosyeast and
more predicted phosphorylation motifs from MOTIPS.
Fifth, an additional indication that our assumption holds is
the observation that, for disordered regions, p-sites detected
in 3 or more experiments evolve 8% more slowly than p-sites
detected in only 1 experiment (Wilcoxon p  9e6). In addi-
tion, for disordered regions, p-sites detected in 3 or more
experiments evolve 10% more slowly than nonphosphory-
lated S/T/Ys from 12HQ proteins (Wilcoxon p  3e12). For
this analysis, we used the evolutionary rates calculated by
Landry et al. (2) (see supplemental File S1a and S1b).
An important question, then, is: in how many experiments
should a p-site have been discovered in order to confidently
designate it as functional? To address this, we simulated the
12 phosphoproteomic experiments by shuffling the positions
of the p-sites. For the simulation, we took into account the
structure of the proteins (order/disorder), the number of STY
amino acids in each protein, and the number of phosphory-
lation events detected in each experiment. 1000 simulations
were performed and the results with the highest (by chance)
FIG. 3. Boxplot of netphosyeast pre-
diction scores for p-sites with a cer-
tain coverage (number of times iden-
tified). 0  the 195,109 ST amino acids
in the 12HQ proteins, for which there is
no evidence that they are phosphoryl-
ated, even when no filters are applied.
1–12 the number of experiments in the
12HQ set in which an ST amino acid has
been detected as phosphorylated. 13 
the 473 ST amino acids known to be
phosphorylated and functional accord-
ing to the PhosphoGrid data set.
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coverage were retained for comparison with the observed
coverage in the real data set. Fig. 4 shows the cumulative
distribution of the coverage of p-sites for both the 12 exper-
iments and for the simulation. In essence, Fig. 4 investigates
how many repeated observations of low-stoichiometry off-
target p-sites we would expect to find by chance, if all of the
phosphorylations were low-stoichiometry off-target events.
We observed that, if all phosphogroups were assigned in a
totally random manner, then we would expect 1614 p-sites
with a coverage 2  or more, just by chance, whereas the
observed number is 4204. The equivalent percentage for
3  coverage would be 177 expected and 2566 observed,
whereas for 4  coverage it would be 27 expected and 1734
observed. Therefore, it seems reasonable to select 3  cov-
erage as a very stringent cut-off in order to filter out off-target
phosphorylation events. This cut-off does not necessarily mean
that any specific p-site that has been identified only once or
twice represents an example of a low-stoichiometry off-target
phosphorylation event. It only provides a very conservative and
confident subset, that we designate 12HQ_3.
The distribution in Fig. 4 reveals that a substantial number
of p-sites are found in many experiments. According to Soufi
et al. (13) this could be explained by the asynchronous state of
the cell populations in most of the experiments. However, the
relatively high overlap (28 and 54% for p-sites and phospho-
proteins respectively) in the 2 Holt et al. experiments (10),
which characterized the phosphoproteome at two different
stages of the cell cycle, indicates that this cannot be a com-
plete explanation. We would suggest that some p-sites are
ubiquitously in an “ON ” state (phosphorylated). It may be that
the cell keeps a small percentage of the expressed protein
molecules of a gene in this phosphorylated state and that this
percentage changes according to external stimuli.
Having excluded technical noise, and having validated the
high quality of the 12HQ data set, we were in a position to
investigate the properties of the yeast phosphoproteome.
General Characteristics of the Phosphoproteome—The
compilation of the above 12 experiments leads to the 12HQ
data set, with 9783 p-sites found in 2374 phosphoproteins
and the 12HQ_3  data set with 2566 p-sites in 1112 phos-
phoproteins (see supplemental Files S1a, S1b, S1c, S2). Re-
cently, Yachie et al. (41) analyzed a compendium of 3500
phosphoproteins containing 26,000 p-sites. We accredit this
discrepancy in the absolute numbers of p-sites and phospho-
proteins mainly to the very rigorous protocol we applied to
filter out technical false-positive and low-abundance off-tar-
get phosphorylations, which are a major concern (2, 3). 17%
of 12HQ p-sites and 12% of 12HQ_3  p-sites are found
inside or in the vicinity ( 10 amino acids) of an annotated
Pfam domain (we excluded Pfam-B domains, that are un-
annotated and automatically generated). Serines, threonines,
and tyrosines constitute, respectively, 81%, 17%, and 2% of
the phosphorylated residues in yeast. This pattern of site
preference is consistent across all of the 12 HTP experiments
as well as the PhosphoGrid data set, albeit with some varia-
tion. Therefore, we do not consider it an artifact of the MS
technologies. The very low percentage of phosphorylated
tyrosines is explained by the lack of tyrosine kinases in yeast
and the dual specificity of certain kinases that may phosphor-
ylate some tyrosines (12, 42).
Previous analyses show that most p-sites are found in
disordered regions (2). Indeed, we also observed that 91% of
STY p-sites are found in disordered regions, compared with
54% of nonphosphorylated STY sites. In PhosphoGrid, the
percentage is very similar, around 92%. The structural prop-
erties of the region around the p-site probably play an impor-
tant functional role. It is considered that kinases tend to
phosphorylate sites that are easy to access, thus it makes
sense that p-sites should be embedded within unstructured
regions. These conclusions are robust for the 12HQ_3 
subset as well.
Functional Analysis Using GO-Slim—Functional categories
that are related to cell budding and kinase activity are highly
over-represented in the vast majority of the HTP experiments.
Furthermore, a GO-Slim enrichment heat-map (see supple-
mental material; supp_GOSlim_heatmap.pdf) reveals that the
functional categories of proteins that are usually found to be
phosphorylated are very similar among the various experi-
FIG. 4. Cumulative distribution of
coverage for p-sites of the 12HQ data
set and for the simulation.
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ments. Our findings are in agreement with those of Beltrao et
al. (5) using data for three different yeast species (S. cerevi-
siae, Candida albicans, Schizosaccharomyces pombe). Their
analysis showed functional categories such as budding, cy-
tokinesis, and signal transduction to be over-represented in
the phosphoproteins of all three species. This consistency in
terms of GO-Slim categories is in contrast to the statistically
significant, but nevertheless rather moderate, overlap of
p-sites between the 12 S. cerevisiae HTP experiments. Ap-
parently, in every HTP experiment, different p-sites are
found to be phosphorylated, but usually either on the same
proteins or on proteins within the same functional catego-
ries. This conclusion may be biologically meaningful, but
artifacts because of the range of physiological and devel-
opmental conditions studied, or the experimental protocols
employed to identify phosphorylated proteins, cannot be
excluded.
Distribution of p-Sites in Yeast Proteins—On average, we
found four p-sites per phosphoprotein in the 12HQ data set.
Proteins with functions involved in cell budding, cytoskeleton,
and signal transduction have a higher than average number
(six to eight) of p-sites per phosphoprotein. The distribution of
p-sites in phosphoproteins is markedly skewed (Fig. 5). Most
phosphoproteins have a small number of p-sites, whereas a
very small number of phosphoproteins have many p-sites. For
example, the top 10 most phosphorylated proteins have be-
tween 32–54 p-sites each. When we use the more stringent
12HQ_3  data set, we observe the same skewed distribu-
tion, but the top 10 most phosphorylated proteins have be-
tween 10–23 p-sites. Due to the incompleteness of the
phosphoproteomics data sets we expect the actual number
of p-sites to be significantly higher. The most phosphorylated
protein (with 54 p-sites) is Sec16p (YPL085W), which is a coat
protein of the COPII vesicle, required for ER transport (43). A
similar distribution has been reported for other species, such
as human and mouse (44).
Phosphoproteins are of More Ancient Origin than Nonphos-
phorylated Proteins—In a previous analysis with a smaller
data set, Chi et al. (7) observed that phosphoproteins tend to
be of more ancient evolutionary origin than randomly chosen
proteins. By using a published data set of yeast orthologous
groups (45) that was based on phylogenetic analysis and
chromosomal synteny from YGOB (46), we identified or-
thologs in the genomes of nine other fungi and observed that
a higher fraction of S. cerevisiae phosphoproteins have or-
thologs in other fungal genomes than do nonphosphorylated
proteins (see Fig. 6). The above conclusions are also sup-
ported when analyzing the 12HQ_3  data set and also when
accounting for HTP MS-detectability (see supplemental
Material, Controlling for MS-detectability).
Phosphoproteins and Essentiality—For this analysis, we
used a high-confidence list of 956 well-defined essential
genes (47–49) (see supplemental File S2). We observed that
23% of phopshoproteins are products of these essential
genes, compared with 10% of nonphosphoproteins (Chi-
squared  6e23). Nevertheless, the relationship between
phosphorylation and essentiality is not a simple one, because
only 17% of proteins with many p-sites (10) are essential.
Thus a high number of phosphorylation sites on a protein
does not necessarily increase the likelihood of its being es-
sential. Indeed, in a previous study, we have shown that
genes encoding phosphoproteins are more likely to be main-
tained in duplicate following whole-genome duplication
events (50). Our findings seem to contradict a previous anal-
ysis by Chi et al. (7), performed with a much smaller data set,
where there was no difference in essentiality between phos-
FIG. 5. Distribution of p-sites in pro-
teins, for the 12HQ and 12HQ_3 data
sets.
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phoproteins and randomly selected proteins. Interestingly,
when accounting for HTP MS-detectability (based on peptide
count) a higher fraction of phoshoproteins is essential, com-
pared with nonphosphoproteins, but the difference is not
statistically supported any more (see supplemental Material,
Controlling for MS-detectability). Therefore, this issue of en-
richment for essential genes/proteins in the phosphopro-
teome has yet to be clearly resolved.
Phosphoproteins are Under Tighter Regulatory Control than
Nonphosphorylated Proteins—Gsponer et al. (37) have inde-
pendently shown that unstructured proteins are under tight
regulation at many levels of gene expression; therefore, we
wanted to investigate if phosphoproteins are under tighter
regulatory control than nonphosphorylated proteins. We an-
alyzed functional data such as the number of TFs that bind to
the promoters of genes (51–53), protein half-lives (20), protein
ubiquitination (54), high-confidence genetic (55) or protein-
protein (56) interactions and the number of different kinases
targeting a protein (22) (see supplemental File S2). We ob-
served no statistically significant difference in the number of
TFs that bind the promoters of genes that encode phospho-
proteins compared with those that encode nonphosphory-
lated proteins. Nevertheless, phosphoproteins have, on aver-
age, 43–50% shorter protein half-lives (Wilcoxon p  0.0011)
than nonphosphorylated proteins. In addition, a higher frac-
tion of phosphoproteins are ubiquitinated, compared with
the nonphosphoproteome (27 and 9% respectively; Chi-
squared  2e16). Phosphoprotein genes have, on average,
39–40% more genetic interactions than the nonphosphory-
lated data set (Wilcoxon p  1.6 e15). Furthermore, phos-
phoproteins have 45–48% more protein-protein interactions
(Wilcoxon p  2e13) than nonphosphoproteins, in accord-
ance with a recent analysis on another yeast data set (41).
Additionally, we observed a moderate correlation between the
number of p-sites on a protein and the number of proteins
interacting with it (Spearman coefficient  0.3, for the 12HQ
data set). All of the above conclusions hold for the 12HQ_3 
data set and even when accounting for HTP MS-detectability
(see supplemental Material, Controlling for MS-detectability).
Recently, Shou et al. (57), demonstrated that different types of
molecular networks rewire at different rates with their order
being (from fast to slow) transcriptional, phosphorylation, ge-
netic interaction, miRNA, protein interaction and metabolic
pathway networks. Apparently, phosphoproteins are enriched
in those elements that act as the evolutionary raw material for
adaption at various speeds.
Weak Correlation Between the Number of Phosphorylation
Sites on a Protein and the Number of Different Kinases that
Target It—For this analysis, we used the in vitro protein array
experiment of Ptacek et al. (22). As expected, the phospho-
proteins data set (2374 proteins) had over three times more
kinase interactions than the nonphosphoprotein data set
(2219 proteins); Wilcoxon p  0. Interestingly, the number of
kinases interacting with a phosphoprotein did not correlate
strongly with the number of p-sites found in the protein (Pear-
son coefficient  0.18). One potential explanation is that the
specific experiment that measures which kinases target a
protein is noisy because it is performed in vitro. Nevertheless,
there exists a statistically significant overlap among phospho-
proteins found by MS experiments and by the in vitro protein
array experiments (687 proteins found in both data sets phos-
phorylated; chi-squared 2.2 e16). Further support for the in
vitro approach comes from the fact that, for each of the 12
experiments, the proteins identified as phosphorylated were
found to be targeted by 2.2–2.9 times more kinases than the
proteins that were not identified as phosphorylated (Wilcoxon
p  7e10) by the HTP in vivo approach. A second, and more
plausible, explanation is that there is no 1:1 relationship be-
tween kinases and phosphorylation sites. One kinase may
phosphorylate many p-sites in a protein, or the same p-site
may be phosphorylated by several closely related kinases.
Indeed, Schweiger and Linial showed that groups of neigh-
FIG. 6.Orthology ratio for various fungi (orthologs based on phylogeny and YGOB) for the 12HQ versus negative data set (blue color),
for the 12HQ_3x versus negative data set (yellow color) and the MS-detectable 12HQ versus negative data set (red color). A ratio value
1 indicates that phosphoproteins have more yeast orthologs than the negative data set, in that particular fungus.
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boring p-sites in a protein may be phosphorylated by the
same kinase (58).
Clusters of p-Sites—For more than half (51%) of 12HQ
p-sites, there exists another p-site within a distance of 8
amino acids; for more than a third (33.5%) of the 12HQ
p-sites, the interval is even smaller, 3 amino acids.
Schweiger and Linial (58) have demonstrated, for a different
data set, that this clustering is statistically significant. We
repeated their analysis with the 12HQ and 12HQ_3  high
quality data sets to ensure that this clustering is not an artifact
resulting from the MS analysis mistakenly assigning the phos-
phogroup to a neighboring STY amino acid. Such mistakes
would be expected to be more common for the neighboring
amino acids of the most frequently phosphorylated p-sites.
For our analysis, we used p-sites with a very high probability
of correct localization (99% for each p-site), therefore, our
data set tackles this very important issue.
Simulations were performed where we shuffled the p-sites
in a protein, but did not change either the overall amino acid
sequence, the distribution of p-sites found between disor-
dered and ordered regions, or the total number of p-sites on
the protein. One thousand simulations with the 12HQ data set
showed clearly that p-sites tend to cluster together more
frequently than would be expected by chance (Fig. 7), as
Linial and Schweiger originally reported (58). The simula-
tions were repeated for the 12HQ_3  data set, with the
same conclusions.
It has been suggested that the clustering of p-sites allows a
greater flexibility of control over a protein’s activity, permitting
variability in the sensitivity or rapidity of the response to
different intra- or extra-cellular stimuli (58–60). A more mun-
dane, but perfectly feasible, alternative is that this clustering
may partly result from misphosphorylations made by the pro-
tein kinase. It is known that protein kinases recognize very
degenerate target sequences and that the specificity inside
the cell is determined by many other factors (e.g. co-expres-
sion, colocalization, scaffolding, etc) (61, 62). Thus, most of
the time, a kinase would detect its cognate motif and phos-
phorylate the correct STY amino acid. However, if there were
another STY amino acid close by, then the kinase might
phosphorylate this second residue in error. The error will
depend on the quality of the motif. The more degenerate the
noncognate motif, the less frequently an off-target phosphor-
ylation will occur.
We measured the distance between all adjacent pairs of
p-sites for the 12HQ data set and, for each of these pairs, we
determined the log2 ratio of netphosyeast score and the log2
ratio of 12HQ p-site coverage. We reasoned that, if some
kinases phosphorylate a neighboring (off-target) ST amino
acid, then the more degenerate the motif (lower netphosyeast
score), the lower the probability its being the subject of an
off-target phosphorylation. We tested the correlation for var-
ious distances (e.g. one residue, two residues, etc…) against
a background correlation of distance 20 residues. We also
calculated the 95% confidence intervals for all these correla-
tions and found that, for the 12HQ data set and a distance of
two residues, the correlation is quite high (Pearson coeffi-
cient  0.48) and also significantly higher than the back-
ground correlation (Pearson coefficient  0.22) (see Fig. 8).
We infer that some kinases may be prone to making such
neighboring off-target phosphorylations, especially for amino
acids within two residues of the cognate site. Interestingly,
FIG. 7. Cumulative distribution of
distance among neighboring p-sites.
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Schweiger and Linial indicate that the most prevalent dis-
tances in the observed clustering were one to four amino
acids. We believe that these inherent neighboring off-target
phosphorylations of kinases are tolerated by the cell because
the precise positioning of phosphorylation sites is not always
required for proper regulation (63), thus highlighting the ro-
bustness of this molecular network.
CONCLUSIONS
In this analysis, we integrated 12 HTP phosphoproteomic
data sets from S. cerevisiae, published between the years
2005 and 2009, together with literature-curated LTP data from
the PhosphoGrid database. We applied very stringent criteria
to filter out both technical false-positives and low-stoichiom-
etry off-target phosphorylations, which are a major concern
(2, 3), and one that is not addressed properly in many analy-
ses. We have thus provided a high quality data set of p-sites,
which may be employed to study the general properties of the
yeast phosphoproteome. Our quality controls demonstrated
that every HTP experiment correctly captured a fraction of the
yeast phosphoproteome, but there is still plenty of room for
improvements in the technologies and protocols used. The
compendium may well be approaching saturation in terms of
identifying all yeast phosphoproteins, but it is far from com-
plete in terms of identifying all the p-sites on those proteins.
The yeast phosphoproteome is characterized by a few pro-
teins with many p-sites and many proteins with a few p-sites.
Proteins involved especially in budding and protein kinase
activity have high numbers of p-sites. We confirm a tendency
for p-sites to cluster together and find evidence that kinases
may be involved in low-stoichiometry off-target phosphoryla-
tions of amino acids that are within one or two residues of
their cognate target. This suggests that the precise position of
the phosphorylated amino acid is not a stringent requirement
for regulatory fidelity. Compared with nonphosphorylated pro-
teins, phosphoproteins are more ancient in evolutionary
terms, have longer unstructured regions (that are fast evolv-
ing), are encoded by genes with more genetic interactions,
have more protein interactions, and are under tighter post-
translational regulation. Shou et al. (57) recently demonstrated
that different types of molecular networks rewire at different
rates with their order being (from fast to slow): transcriptional,
phosphorylation, genetic interaction, miRNA, protein interac-
tion and metabolic pathway networks. Therefore, it is con-
ceivable that phosphoproteins act as the raw material for
adaption at various evolutionary speeds.
Several of the properties that we observed in the current
phosphoproteome were also observed correctly in previous
and much smaller data sets, with less stringent filtering crite-
ria. Therefore, despite the incompleteness of the current com-
pendium, we suggest that this high-quality sample is suffi-
cient to accurately reveal the major properties of the entire
yeast phosphoproteome.
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FIG. 8. Plot of the Pearson coefficient values for log2 ratio of netphosyeast score and log2 ratio of coverage of p-sites. The correlation
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observe that the p-site with the higher netphosyeast score is also found in more experiments than the other p-site and that the correlation is
quite high (0.48).
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